Answer the following questions using the map and legend on this page.

1. What city is located along Interstate 71? ________________________________
2. Is Lower Lake Road north or south of Lake Springs Road? __________________________
3. What is the population of Third Fork? ________________________________
4. In which direction does Interstate 71 run? ________________________________
5. What local road would you take to get from Friendly Corner to Third Fork? _________________
6. What is the population of Junction City? ________________________________
7. Is the lake north or south of Friendly Corner? ________________________________
8. What road would you travel on to get from Quiet Valley to the airport? _________________
9. Is the lake east or west of the mountains? ________________________________
10. In which direction would you travel to get from the airport to the mountains? _________________
11. Is Third Fork east or west of the campgrounds? ________________________________
12. Which interstate takes you from Junction City to Friendly Corner? _________________
Map Skills answer key

Answer the following questions using the map and legend on this page.

1. What city is located along Interstate 71?  Junction City
2. Is Lower Lake Road north or south of Lake Springs Road?  South
3. What is the population of Third Fork?  Under 10,000
4. In which direction does Interstate 71 run?  North and south
5. What local road would you take to get from Friendly Corner to Third Fork?  Friendly Road
6. What is the population of Junction City?  over 200,000
7. Is the lake north or south of Friendly Corner?  north
8. What road would you travel on to get from Quiet Valley to the airport?  Old Mill Road
9. Is the lake east or west of the mountains?  west
10. In which direction would you travel to get from the airport to the mountains?  north
11. Is Third Fork east or west of the campgrounds?  east
12. Which interstate takes you from Junction City to Friendly Corner?  Interstate 23